
Get a grip on your workout

ShakeGrip™ is an innovative material that feels incredibly soft 
despite its firm grip. Made with a special Liquid Silicone Rubber 
compound that holds the buds more securely in the ear without the 
need for ear wings, ShakeGrip™ keeps your buds firmly in place, 
whether you’re walking, running, or repping.

Lose yourself in the music, and your workout

Our adjustable Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) blocks distracting 
background noise instantly, at the touch of a button. Simply choose 
one of our five levels of noise cancellation in the Jabra Sound+ app, 
and stay focused on your workout, no matter what.

Tap into the real world with HearThrough

When you need to be aware of your surroundings, tap the 
HearThrough button, and your buds use the internal mics to pick up 
the sounds around you. And because different environments call for 
different levels of awareness, you can choose from five levels of 
HearThrough in the Jabra Sound+ app.

A powerhouse of personalized sound

We’ve re-engineered the custom 6mm speakers in Elite 7 Active to 
bring you a rich, powerful music experience. Use our revolutionary 
MySound feature in the Jabra Sound+ app to tailor your music to 
your unique hearing profile, and customize it even further with the 
intuitive equalizer.

Great sound is nothing without comfort

We’ve made Elite 7 Active big on tech but small on size, for our most 
comfortable fit yet. Lightweight at just 5.5g / 0.2oz each and 16% 
smaller than Elite Active 75t (our previous smallest earbuds), they 
also feature a re-engineered EarGel™ design, for a more tapered, 
rounded fit that molds to the shape of your ear.

Clear calls wherever you run to

When it comes to taking calls, Elite 7 Active offers outstanding 
clarity. Four carefully placed internal and external microphones, 
covered with a fine SAATI Acoustex® mesh for wind noise protection, 
deliver outstanding call clarity, whether you’re working out, or 
working from home.

Battery life that covers the distance

With a re-engineered battery, Elite 7 Active delivers up to 8 hours of 
non-stop listening. And, with the handy charging case, your buds are 
good for up to 30 hours, with a speedy 5-minute fast charge for up 
to an hour of power.

Use either bud, with mono mode

Mono mode lets you use either bud independently. Keep the one 
you’re not using in the case, and you can even extend your battery 
by using one and charging the other.

Fast access to voice assistance

Get assistance in an instant with Google Assistant* or Alexa Built-in, 
simply by tapping your earbud. Make a call, check the weather, or 
even play your favorite song on Spotify. Use MyControls to set it up 
in the Jabra Sound+ app, and let your preferred voice assistant keep 
your day running smoothly, wherever it takes you.

Discreet but durable. Lightweight but 
heavy-duty.

Perfect for the outdoors, these IP57-rated buds are waterproof, 
sweatproof, and workout-proof, and come with a 2-year warranty 
when you register your buds in the Jabra sound+ app.

ELITE 7 ACTIVE

Advanced audio engineering. Free your workout with 
Jabra ShakeGrip™ for the ultimate active fit.

*Android only
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FEATURES BENEFITS
Connectivity Bluetooth® 5.2 No audio dropouts or interruptions

Device Pairing Pair up to 8 devices

Bluetooth Multipoint Stay connected to two devices

Audio Adjustable ANC Gives you complete control over your level of noise cancellation

Adjustable HearThrough Lets you hear the outside world without removing your earbuds

Noise isolating fit Designed to block out external sounds

AAC and SBC Codecs Enhanced sound performance

Customizable Equalizer Hear your music your way with a customizable equalizer, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

MySound Tailor your music to your individual hearing profile, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

MyFit MyFit tests your earbuds’ seal, for improved Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), and
better sound performance

Ease of use Use either earbud Use independently for flexibility

Rechargeable Battery Up to 8 hours battery in the buds, and up to 30 hours with the case

Fast Charge 5 minutes of charge gets you up to an hour of battery

Wireless Charging Compatible with Qi-enabled wireless charging pads (wireless charger not included)

MyControls Configure your button functions with MyControls, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

Name your headset Use the Jabra Sound+ app to give your best buds a nickname, and help them stand out
from your other Bluetooth devices

Voice Assistant Enabled Google Assistant (Android only), Alexa Built-in and Siri, activated by tapping your earbud, 
set-up in MyControls

Design & comfort ShakeGrip™ Higher friction material that helps the bud stay securely in the ear

Closed earbud design Designed to achieve a sealed fit that helps with noise isolation

Accessories 3 pairs of oval silicon EarGels™ (S, M, L) and a USB-C cable

Durability Earbuds IP57-rated Waterproof and made from premium, durable materials with a 2-year warranty against
dust and water**

App Jabra Sound+ Access MyControls, MySound, call settings and more

* Button function can be re-configured using MyControls in the Jabra Sound+ app
** Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app

HOW TO PAIR HOW TO CHARGE

Push the buttons on both earbuds for 
three seconds and then follow the voice 
instructions to pair to your device.

HOW TO USE – CALLS* HOW TO USE – MUSIC*
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Tap both buttons simultaneously to power off
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Up to 8 hours battery

Up to 30 hours total charge on-the-go  

(Voice assistant)

(ANC, HearThrough)


